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POST-SCHEINS
by Bob Grasso

I didn't know what a POST-SCHEIN was until re-
cently . A stamp dealer sent me a Swiss postal receipt
form (POST-SCHEIN) on which is printed a vertica l
oval enclosing the coat-of-arms of St . Gallen with a 2
KREUZER below it . His questions were "Bob, what i s
this and what is its value?"

Because I had just read Donn Lueck's article
"Handstamped and Printed Revenue Paper of Canto n
Ticino" in TELL, March 1996, I thought that the ite m
was an example of a printed revenue . I responded
that the Post-Schein was a postal receipt (correct) and
was an example of a printed revenue (incorrect as I
learned from Donn Lueck later) .

After I supplied the correct information and a rea-
sonable value to the dealer, I was rewarded with seven
of the twelve Post-Scheins that he had acquired .

Interestingly, canton is abbreviated CANT on
Post-Scheins dated 1827, 1844, and 1850, but KANT in
1843 for the St . Gallen copies and on a 1844 copy fro m
Schwyz .

I was confused with BATZ and KREUZER, but
learned that from the 1400s to 1700s, 1 BATZ equale d
4 KREUZER and that 10 BATZ equalled one Swiss
Franc or 100 Rappen . After 1850/52 Rappen were n o
longer quite the same. (100 Rappen equalled 100 cen-
times or one Swiss Franc) . Regardless of equivalent
values, I deducted that the postal fee of 1 BATZ ( 4
KREUZER) in 1827 was reduced by 50% to 2 KREU-
ZER some time after 1827 .

These postal receipts are colorful and raised ques-
tions that I still have to investigate. I was very much
impressed that 150-170 years ago, individual cantonal
postal systems were structured to insure fairly large
sums of money sent via the mails .

I have also become much more aware of the benefit
of belonging to a group like AHPS whose many knowl -
edgeable members are generous in there aid to us
neophytes .

(Editor's note: If you have more examples or infor-
mation, contact Bob Grasso at :
175 Viewcrest Dr . , Hendersonville, NC 28739)
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For The Collector of Stamp Varietie s
by Franz Gisler

(SBZ 12, 1994, pg . 760 Translated by Ernest L.
Bergman )

With a few contributions, I would like to prove that
precise inspection of postage stamps can even to-day
bring surprises .

For some time now my hobby is searching fo
r varieties of the Pro Juventute stamps which are not re -

corded in the specialized catalog . The following
shows the first two examples .

The picture shows
stamp No. 92, girl o f
Basel (30+10¢) with
a conspicuous, beau-
tiful and large curl ,
on a letter with
First Day cance l
Lugano 1 ,
I .XII .39 .17 .

Right : Stamp No. 57 with plate flaw of the retouch
in the peninsula .
(Editor's Note : I see the obvious color mark below VE ,
57 .2 .01b, but not the plate flaw . Any help?)
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From the President
It is with very deep regret that we have to in -

form you that our Regional Director Central ,
Robert Gleichenhaus of San Antonio, Texas
has passed away. For many years, Bob wrote th e
interesting Tell column "Profile of a Swiss Stam p
Collector", and he himself was included in thi

s series in the September '94 Tell. Bob's philosophy
was "stamps are fun, but it's people that make th e
hobby interesting" . Perhaps one of the highlights
in Bob's philatelic life came when he was electe d
to the Smithsonian Museum's Director's Circle t o
help formulate the policies and future direction s
of the National Postal Museum . We in AHPS los t
a sparkplug. Thank you Bob for everything yo u
have done for philately. Our heartfelt condo-
lences go to Mrs . Gleichenhaus and the family .

As reported in an earlier "Tell", Rudy Schaelchli
has volunteered to continue the above-mentioned
fine series on "Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector" .
Thanks Rudy.

This being an election year for AHPS, your offi-
cers have appointed the following three member s
to the Nomination Committee : Donn Lueck, chair-
man, Mario Wiedenmeier and Frank Young . We
would appreciate very much if you would send
your nominations to Donn Lueck (address in list
of Officers). We also would not be "unhappy" i f
you would volunteer your own name! It is tough
enough to keep the "cart rolling" under our pre -
sent well established governing arrangements;
however, more involvement on part of the mem-
bership could only be helpful to our Society .

As a case in point, let me mention the situatio n
with our planned AHPS Convention in conjunc-
tion with MILCOPEX '98 in Milwaukee, WI . For
quite some time now, we have asked for somebody
to volunteer as chairman for this convention . To-
date nobody has stepped forward. Hence, as indi-
cated before, we may have to change our plans
and cancel Milwaukee and go to another location .

Those of us who are bidding on Swiss materia l
in various well-known Swiss auctions are a little
bit perplexed in being unsuccessful in securing
lots! Are we that misinformed of the philatelic
value of these auction items? Are we too "cheap "
to bid higher or is our competition going over -
board in bidding? What-ever is going on make s
one wonder! but most certainly we can't blam e
the fine Auction Houses on this "dilemma" but
only us bidders, who I guess are "driven" by sup -
ply and demand !

As Bob said "stamps are fun" .
Ernest L. Bergman

Collecting Liechtenstein
by Rudy Schaelchl i

Our TELL editor dropped me a line, asking
me for an article on Liechtenstein collecting,
thinking it would be of interest to the broade r
AHPS membership .

Dan Gabathuler was the center for the Liech-
tenstein collectors in the early 70's with his ow n
newsletter "Liechtensteiner" . Sorry to say, that
organization ceased to exist, but luckily Max
Rheinberger started the ball rolling again early i n
the 80's with the AHPS affiliated "Liechtenstudy" .
four bulletins are issued per year and the due s
are $5 per year . Various members participate
with interesting articles .

Liechtenstein is actually a small country to
collect, but with interesting issues and topics .
The first stamps the country issued came out in
1912 and by the end of 1995 reached the numbe r
1114. A specialized catalog is issued by the Liech-
tensteiner Philatelisten Verband in Vaduz. In-
cluded in the above number are 15 souvenir
sheets and 34 airmail stamps . In addition to
them are the official stamps (regular issues over-
printed from 1934-1947) and from 1950-1989 they
had separate stamps . Their use was discontinue d
in 1995 . The country also had 28 postage due
stamps from 1920 - 1940 . the postal cards, issue d
first in 1918 make another interesting collectin g
field. Liechtenstein collectors participated in
many special, first and Zeppelin flights .

Austrian stamps, envelopes, postal cards an d
postal documents were in use in the country from
1850-1912 and are very sought after with Liech-
tenstein cancels, running to SFr. 50,000 and more
on covers .

Swiss stamps were used in Liechtenstein be-
tween February 1 and September 30, 1921 and
specialists are on the lookout for them with Liech-
tenstein cancels that can run up to SFr. 5,000 on
cover. Several early sets have different perfora-
tions in their series that interest collectors .

One of the biggest challenges today is t
o assemble a collection of the country's Revenu e

stamps. revenue stamped papers were introduce d
in 1810 and Revenue stamps in 1879 . From 1854
to 1919 occasionally Austrian Revenue stamps
were in use. 137 different revenue stamps are
listed in the Erler specialized FL Revenue catalog ,
not including different types among some issues .

In closing, Liechtenstein might be a small
country to collect with many higher priced items ,
but it has a great variety to satisfy a collector .
To join write to the address on page 2 of TELL.
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25D - A New Strubel
Discovery?

by Urs Hermann
(Postgeschichte, 63, August 1995
Translated by Herbert Brach )

(Translator's note : Urs
Hermann treats this subject in a thre e
part article in "Postgeschichte" ,
Numbers 63 in August 1995, 64 ,
and 65, after first having referre d
to the existence of such a Strubel in

a previous issue' and having prom-
ised to elaborate on that in detail . )

In the following report I wan t
to introduce this youngest child of
Strubel research . This is not being
done with the intention of present-
ing a final verdict, but in the hope s
that interested collectors (and cata-
logue publishers?) will be stimu-
lated to examine their stamps an d
that it will lead to discussions .

"There is not much to be sai d
about the 20 Rappen value . Start-
ing with the end of 1856, when it s
silk thread changes from emeral d
green to vivid green, its paper gets
thicker . The color shade change s
little: orange yellow in the begin-
ning, it becomes a pronounce

d orange later and towards the end o f

1862 it becomes orange red ."2 With
these sparse words the forefather s
of Swiss stamp research, Mirabaud
and Reuterskiold, condemned th e
20 Rp Strubel to a wallflower exis-
tence which sticks to it to this day .
This neglect finds its obviou

s expression in the circumstances that
the at least 6.6 million 20 Rp Stru-

bel which were sold3 are being en-
compassed by only three catalogu e
numbers (25B, 25F, 25G), where
25F is reserved for the rare thin -
paper stamps. This more than pal -
try classification is based on the
fact that all 20 Rp Strubels exhibit
a green silk thread. Actual Strube l
research takes into consideration,
aside from the color of the sil k
thread, other distinguishing char-
acteristics such as paper prove-
nance and printing plat

e arrangement. This permits a more differ-
entiated presentation of the 20
Rappen Strubel .

We will, however, start with
my empirical experience . During
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my pursuit of the Strubeli for man y
years, I was always confronted by
the same dilemma when it came to
the 20 Rappen value: I had to
judge a stamp which, judging by its
printing characteristics and its pa-
per thickness, should have been
classified with the B-issue, but be -
cause of its time of use, with th

e G-issue. Naturally, our experts were
faced with the same decision in
such cases . Mostly, in doubt, they
extended certificates for th e
cheaper G-issue, but now and the n
a more courageous "B" certificate
can be found. Most probably no-
body was completely satisfied with
such classification! This classifica-
tion conflict is the inescapable con -
sequence of our present catalogue
system, which chooses the color of
the silk thread as the decisive, if
not the sole criterion for
assignment .

A different consideration, how-
ever, opens our eyes: The iodine
test discloses that all these doubtful
stamps are printed on paper con-
taining starch, which thus come s
from the paper mill "an der Sihl" . 4
This is in direct contrast to the B-
issue which was printed on Munich
paper without exception . These
stamps also differ from the early
Berne printings in most cases with
respect to the distance to be foun d
between their clichés . But classify-
ing them with the G-issue does not
satisfy, either . The printing char-
acteristics, the color shades and the
paper thickness do not correspon d
to those of the "G" stamps . Also ,
their early use time (starting in
1858) does not correspond to that o f
the other "G" stamps (early date s
beginning the middle of 1859) . Our
problem Strubels do not belong ei-
ther to the first or to the third Bern
printing period. We cannot assign
them to the second period, since
they exhibit a green silk thread .

The solution to the problem is like
cutting the Gordian knot : Green i s
also a different color and thus cer-
tain 20 Rappen stamps belong to
the second Berne printing period of
the various colored silk threads !
On the basis of their printing char-
acteristics and their use time, I
have assigned them to be the "D "
series .

A detailed presentation of th e
25D Strubels gives the following
picture :
- They are printed on Zurich pa -

per (with green thread) .
- The paper thickness fluctuates

between 0 .06 and 0.08mm and thus
corresponds roughly to the "B" is -
sue. I could not substantiate th e
existence of any thin-paper 25D
stamps. All 25F Strubels are
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shown to be printed on Munich
paper !
- The printing characteristics are

very similar to those of the B-issue.
The printing is relatively clean an d
clear. So are the horizontal and
vertical shading lines which fill th e
background diamonds, mostly not
completely drawn "so that th

e impression of a less than careful exe-
cution or of a somewhat used

printing plate is created" . 5
- The 25D Strubel occurs i

n orange to reddish orange shades.
Pale orange yellow or yellow orange
shades do not occur .
- The measured distances be-

tween clichés point to the existenc e
of three distinct printing arrange -

ments . 6 The early issues show a
relatively regular separation of me-
dium distance (printing plate ar-
rangement II) . Later, narrow and
irregular spacing is found (printing
plate arrangement III) . The last is -
sues exhibit a narrow, but regular
spacing (printing plat

e arrangement IV).
- Corresponding to the printings

in sheets of 25 and of 50 stamps ,
the depth of embossing varies con-
siderably. Early printing show
fairly good relief, while the middle
and late printings are flat .

- The use time observed is from
the middle of 1858 to the end o f
1860. Exceptions confirm the rule .
- The size of the issue, based on

printing and use times is probably

in the order of 1 .5 to 2 million.

It will not have escaped the at-
tentive reader that the title of this
research report is couched in inter-
rogatory form. the question mark ,
however, does not refer to the em-
pirical fact of the existence of the
25D Strubel after viewing the pre-
ceding considerations . What is
called into question is the concept
of a new Strubel discovery . Natu-
rally, being a Strubel researcher, I
would be as elated about a new
Strubel as would be a zoologist
about a new species in the animal
kingdom. But this affair is not all
this new .

In 2 subsequent issues I will
unroll the whole story backwards .
Until then, I wish you lots of fu n
going through your 20 Rappe n
Strubel stamps. Surely, you wil l
find some 25D stamps among your
"B", "F", and "G" stamps. "We
await with pleasure any communi-
cation of information which wil l
lead to a thorough and complete
clarification of this matter" so says
the Zumstein Handbook of 19098
and the same is true today! I would

naturally be pleased with your

critical response . 9
Bibliography
1 . Urs Hermann "Strubel at

the Basel Dove 95" Postgeschichte
#62, April 1995, pg. 23 .

2 P. Mirabaud - A . de Reuter-
skiold "The Postage Stamps of
Switzerland 1843-1862", Paris
1894, pg. 127

3 The figures for the size of is -
sue were extracted from the yearly
management reports (1854-1862) o f
the Swiss Federal Council to th e
High Federal Assembly . The fig-
ures shown in the Zumstein Hand -
book through 1857 correspond with
these sales figures completely. See
Ernst Zumstein, Specialized Cata-
logue and Handbook on the Postage
Stamps of the Swiss Confederation ,
Third Edition, Bern 1924, pg. 58 .

4 A detailed account on the
starch test will be given in a future
issue of "Postgeschichte" .

5 Ernst Zumstein "Specialized
Catalogue and Handbook of the
Postage stamps of the Swiss Con -
federation, Third Edition, Bern
1924, pg. 55 .

6 The four Berne printin g
plate arrangements were presented
in detail by Urs Hermann in "Stru-
bel: The Transition from Sheets o f
25 to sheets of 50 for the Bern e
printings" . Postgeschichte #54 ,
April 1993, pg . 24 .

By way of a resume, the following panorama emerges from the cataloguing of the 20 Rappen Strubel .

Characteristics

	

25B

	

25D

	

25F

	

25G

Munich
thin (under 0.06 )
rather not clean
yellow orange to
orange yellow
II and II I

mostly missing

Zurich
thick
unclear, indistinct
yellow t o
yellow orange
IV

mostly missing

Paper Provenance

	

Munich
Paper Thickness

	

thin to medium
Printing Characteristics relatively clean
Color Shades

	

yellow orange to
orange yellow

Printing Plate

	

I and II
Arrangement

Embossing

	

strong to
very strong

Zurich
thin to medium
relatively clean
orange to
reddish orange
II, III, IV

medium strong
to missing

Use Time 1854 - 1858 1858 - 1860 1856 - 1859 1860 - 1863
Size of Issue - 1,500,000 1,800,000 1,000,000 2,300,000
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7 This hypothesis is based on
the following figures: Issue Nov .
1857: 246,025; Issue 1858 : 399,000;
Issue 1859: 883,250: and possibly
part of the issue of 1860: (total
784,000) . See sources in footnote 3 .

8 Ernst Zumstein "Specialize d
Catalogue and Handbook to the
Postage Stamps of Switzerland" ,
Bern 1909, pg. 52 .

9 Your valued communication s
will reach me at the following ad-
dress : Urs Hermann, Postfach 477 ,
CH-4410 Liestal, Switzerland .

(Translator's notes : Like Urs

Hermann, I have long battled with
20 Rappen Strubels that did not fi t
the profile of either 25B or 25G an d
the use of crutches, such as 25B/G
designations, were no strangers to
me. I thus enthusiastically em-
braced his original finding of a
stamp he then designated 25G III ,
for, in effect, I owned some 20
Rappen stamps that fitted the profile of
the third Berne printing plate ar-
rangement. This has now become
25D III .

Urs Hermann's solution of de-
claring the change from emeral d
silk thread to green silk thread as
much a color change as that fro m
emerald to black, for example, an d
thus justifying a classification of
"D" for these stamps, is both ingen-
ious and justifiable .

Lest collectors on this side of
the Atlantic be dismayed at the
prospect of adding three more Stru-
bels to an already large number of these, may I suggest they adopt the their repertoire . This is a visually

concept slowly, by adding 25D III to different printing from any other 2 0
Rappen Strubel, with its una-
ligned and irregular cliché setting .
You don't have to travel aroun d
with an iodine bottle to perform a
starch test on these, as you woul d
to distinguish 25B II from 25D I I
or learn the fine distinctions that
separate 25D IV from 25G. that
can come later, once you are com-
fortable with the concept of 25D
III .)

Left - 27C and 25D II I
on letter from Locarno to
Turin dated 1 July 1859 .
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A LETTER ON ITS WAY TO THE FUTURE
translated from the PTT Revue 2/95

by Michael Rutherfoord & Charles LaBlonde

Cost savings through less hand work and less
night work as well as a high level of customer
satisfaction are the central concepts of the
'BRIEFPOST 2000' concept . Progress in the past two
years has been so good that in this year additiona l
sorting centers will be put into business . Since the end
of May 1994 the largest sorting center in Switzerland ,
the Zurich Sihlpost, has been in operation . In the
following article the PTT REVUE looks at progress to
date towards 'BRIEFPOST 2000' and examines the
post offices to be affected next .

To put 'BRIEFPOST 2000' into context, recall that
the concept calls for mail processing in Switzerland to
be focused in three major centers, 10 regional center s
and 11 subcenters . Mail sorting will be centralized and
automated. This means, for example, that
'machine-readable' mail will no longer be sorted on th e
trains. Instead, the mail will be sacked and
transported to the nearest center in which it can be
machine sorted and coded. Then, depending upon
destination, the mail could go direct to its destinatio n
post office or it could go to a main, regional or
subcenter for further sorting and transport to the
delivery postman route . This means that manual
sorting operations, in post offices and trains, will end .
To soften this blow, the employment levels in th e
sorting centers will increase slightly .

Roundabout, but Still Cheaper
Prior to the railroad schedule change of 1994, the

post office of Rapperswil SG sorted the mail for the
surrounding region. "Letters from the 'Rosenstadt '
never left our post office and letters for neighborin g
post offices went directly via existing routes to
destination," notes Rapperswil Postmaster, Christian
Hardegger. Today the situation looks quite different ;
'BRIEFPOST 2000' is already working here . Every
letter posted in Rapperswil SG - whether for the city
itself or for the surrounding region - goes to its
destination via Zurich, since early last year . "For the
postal customer, the mail still goes to the local lette r
carrier just as before," notes Christian Hardegger . The
recipient of a letter does not know that the letter ha s
taken a 'forced' trip to Zurich . "We have very
convenient rail and postal connections with Zurich vi a
2 S-Bahn lines" says General manager Anto n
Ruhstaller . Over a half year after starting the ne w
system, everything seems to be running surprisingl y
well .

Same Service with Fewer People
It can be difficult for Rapperswil's postal personne l

to clarify for customers why it is more cost effective to
automatically sort the mail far away in the Sihlpos t
than to do it right close to home. Also, it is not easy for
the Rapperswil Postmaster to reduce his staff by 2 1/ 2
people. "It is not easy for me to see excellent employees

that we have known and worked with for a long tim e
have to leave," notes Hardegger thoughtfully, "But
when the computer takes over, as it often must to
remain competitive, some hand work is lost, often
monotonous hand work ." His staff, at first suspicious ,
has accepted the new way of doing business .

Through the Fewest Possible Hands
Within the concept 'BRIEFPOST 2000' each

normal size letter that can be handled by a machin e
will only be touched twice by human hands : once
before transport and once at delivery . In between ,
there exists in Switzerland a highly modern
processing system for 10 million letters daily . In the
main, regional and subcenters, once all are completed ,
all letter handling will be automated . "Nevertheless ,
we will be able to offer additional jobs in thes e
centers," says Ernst Moser, Chief of the Processin g
Department of the PTT . "A certain amount of hand
sorting will always remain and skilled maintenanc e
and oversight of the sorting machines will be required
around the clock . "

Already in operation is our most modern sorting
center, the new Sihlpost in Zurich with a dail y
capacity of up to 4 million letters . Since the revision of
the train schedules in 1994, this center has bee n
operating on the principles of BP 2000 . What this
means is that all the mail from Postal District 8
(except the Winterthur areas 82, 84 and 85) is being
processed in the Sihlpost . "Of the mail that can be
handled by machine, we can already code over 30% ,
not just to the city of destination, but all the way to
the postman's delivery route. We are already in a
position to provide detailed sorting to over 1500 lette r
carrier routes," said Albert Fust, Chief of the Zurich
Letter Delivery Division, while describing the
technical power of his area. After midnight, 12 sortin g
programs run in 5 fine sorting machines, each wit h
140 boxes . Sorting of the A-Post must be completed by
1 :50 AM (including the pieces that must be sorted by
hand) in order that all 600 bags can be loaded by 2 :45
AM on the early trains .

A Letter Makes a Trip
Between 2 1/2 and 3 million letters pass throug h

the machinery of the Sihlpost every day, which would
make a mountain of mail over 10,000 meters high .

Let's pick one letter out of this flood and follow its
journey. Our sample letter is deposited late in th e
evening, before the last pickup, at Zurich Altstetten . It
is franked as A-Post, size C5, addressed with a
typewriter to 8640 Rapperswil SG . The postman tha t
empties the box and brings the letter to the Sihlpost is
the last human to touch the letter until it is delivere d
by the postman at its destination .

The first machine tips the letter onto a movin g
band. In the first sorting our letter loses all of its
fellow travelers that are too thick, too heavy or too
small . . .in other words, that are not able to be
processed by the machine . Our letter however, as with
all normal letters, goes through a machine tha t
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recognizes the stamp, cancels it and puts the lette r
with the A-Post . In the next machine, one of the 8
address readers, our letter is spray-coded for its
destination city postal code and letter carrier's route .

As By a Ghost Hand Controlled
As if controlled by a ghost hand our letter move s

with unbelievable speed into its correct box. The box is
not only labeled Rapperswil SG but also coded with
the exact delivery route within Rapperswil SG. The
five final sorters process over 30,000 letters per hour ,
day after day .

Other letters quickly join ours in the box, until
there are enough to make a bundle . The bundle itsel f
is coded and labeled for the rest of its trip through the
Sihlpost . Along the way it is electronically sorted and
steered, based upon the city and delivery route code s
on the bundle. As sensors read the codes, the bundle i s
identified and electronically tipped into the
appropriate sack for Rapperswil SG . The sack canno t
exceed 25 kilograms of mail . When this level is
reached a light goes on telling the operator to seal the
sack, code the sack with a special tag and replace i t
with an empty sack. The coded sack continues through
the Sihlpost until it reaches the cart intended for the
early train to Rapperswil SG. The cart is move d
electronically to the correct train .

Letters Arrive Fully Pre-Sorted
Rapperswil SG early in the morning: The train

with all the mail arrives . In addition to the mail fo r
Rapperswil SG from throughout Switzerland are
letters from Rapperswil itself that were posted the day
before -- all sorted according to the 27 mail
distribution districts in the ,
city. Hans Gmur, Postmaste r
of Rapperswil : "Including the
B-Post, fully 1/3 of the mail -
actually 80% of the bulk mail -
already reaches us sorted to
the postman routes. This
greatly relieves our sortin g
workload." "This allows us to
expend more labor on other
important tasks," notes hi s
colleague Severin Ruoss. And
when postman Theo Bollige r
begins his tour with his fellow
letter carriers, our letter ,
sorted last night in Zurich, is
with him, along with many
other A-Post letters from
throughout Switzerland . Of
the A-Post 98% reaches its
correct destination on time .
Some Hand Work Require d

in the Future
The example shows this :

Correctly addressed, properly .
franked letters of the correct
size arrive quickly at their

destination . No matter how we wish, the letter post o f
the next thousand years will never meet thes e
conditions completely . Even if only 50% of the mail can
be automatically processed, the human eye will alway s
be required to assure that all mail reaches it s
destination quickly and accurately . It is a matter of
the letters in correct format, with an address that th e
electronic scanner cannot decipher. Postal worker s
enter the address at video desks. Still remaining are
the pieces above minimum thickness and oversize tha t
cannot be automatically sorted by the flat sorters, such
as film rolls, x-rays, document bundles, diskettes ,
material samples, etc . In the future, these items wil l
be sorted by hand, using special conveyer belts . Due to
our great workers, even these items will be delivere d
in a timely manner. The bottom line: Even when
Briefpost 2000 is fully implemented, there will alway s
be a need for some hand work (lucky for us humans) .
The concept is to make maximum use of modern
technology, without forgetting the human .

'Briefpost 2000' -- With this logo the post office of
the future will maintain superior quality and still sav e
around 100 million francs annually .

KEY TO THE ILLUSTRATION - Briefpost
2000, showing the goal and the present
status. Main centers are circles, regional
centers triangles, subcenters squares . The
white symbols show those parts of BP 2000
already implemented .
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LITERATURE REVIEWS
"British Empire Civil Censorship Devices Worl d
War II -- Colonies and Occupied Territories i n
the Mediterranean Sea and the Middle East"
by D. J. Little, A . R. Torrance & K Morenweise r
(Format 4A, Softbound, 132 pages, $30 postpaid)

It is easy to assume that all there is to know about
the postal history of World War II is already known ,
since the war ended over 50 years ago . But the truth
is that there is still much to discover and documen t
about postal relations in that very complex period o f
time. This book fills one gap in the knowledge of W W
II British censorship .

The current book is Volume 3 in a long-runnin g
series of the Civil Censorship Study Group (CCSG )
publications on the subject. Previous releases cove r
Africa and the United Kingdom itself. Future plans
include an update of the Africa volume as well as vol-
umes for British Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Pacific
Islands and The Americas. After examining the
wealth and quality of information in the current vol-
ume, one can only hope the CCSG can hurry the re-
maining volumes .

This book has sections on Gibraltar, Malta, Cy-
prus, Rhodes, Palestine, Trans Jordan, Iran, Iraq ,
Bahrain, Kuwait, Muscat and Aden . Thus, postal his-
torians well beyond the boundaries of the Britis

h Empire will find the book invaluable. Within each section
one finds general information peculiar to the censor-
ship of mail in each location, followed by censor hand -
stamps, then censor sealing labels known in th e
location and finally other censorship devices .

The Palestine section is especially complete. Be-
sides the above, it includes extensive background ma-
terial on the Haifa Censorship Office, Duties of
Examiners, Foreign Censorship Control, Red Cros s
Messages and Examination and Sorting of Seaman' s
Letters .

In addition to the catalog listings of handstamp s
and sealing devices, the authors present a point valua-
tion system based upon rarity. For example, the maxi-
mum of 10 points is given to devices of which les than
5 are known, while 1 point is for items known in quan-
tities over 100 . Given the popularity of postal history ,
the authors' translation of points into dollar value
seems a bit unrealistic .

Given the popularity of postal history and espe-
cially military postal history, this well-illustrated book
will find a strong following.

Charles J. LaBlonde

This space is reserved for member Mini Ads, o f
which there are none. AHPS provides members thre e
opportunities to sell items: the auctions, conducted 3
times a year; the sales circuits; and the Mini Ads. Of
course if you are a buyer and not a seller, you can still
use all three to fulfill your needs.

Switzerland Catalogue 1996
Amateur Collector

($22.50 postpaid by credit card )

This is the only Switzerland Philatelic catalog with
prices in $US . As such it is an excellent catalog fo r
the American Swiss collector that only wants on e
catalog.

At 180 pages and over 15,000 price quotations, it i s
the only catalog that most Swiss collectors need . It
even has a number of the more popular varieties, bu t
for the collector of varieties, the Zumstein Specialize d
Catalog is still the authoritative work .

The prices are what you can purchase the items
for from Heinz Katcher at the Amateur Collector Ltd .
and a voucher is included to recover the cost of the
catalog with your purchases .

A quick comparison of prices with the 1995
Schweizer Briefmarken Katalog (SBK) shows that th e
Amateur Collector prices in $US are generally be-
tween 60-75% of the SBK prices in SFr . At the pre -
sent $.80 to the SFr. exchange rate the Amateur
Collector catalog is slightly lower (and closer t o
reality) .

The prices of covers and Blocks of 4 used are liste d
separately, which I find useful, since it compresses th e
main body to the stamps that are the main attraction .
This is the only catalog that lists the "T" overprin t
used since 1955 for postage due and devotes two page s
to literature on Swiss stamps.

I would like to have a listing for mint never hinge d
as well as hinged for stamps, as many collectors ar e
now willing to pay the premium for the never hinged .
Also I would like to see a catalog list the se-tenant an d
tete-beche blocks of 4, since they are frequently fo r
sale as such and one generally adds a small premium
to the higher priced pair .

Because the entire catalog is in English, the de-
scriptions are very helpful for those of us who are lin-
guistically challenged . Thanks Heinz for bringing the
world of Swiss stamps into the English realm.

Dick Barton

ERRATA
In the article "Strubel Error of Color" TELL

May 1966, a mention was made to the "Grandfather"
of Max Hertsch . It should read "father"! Early in th e
article a differentiation between the shades of blu e
would have been more accurate . The subject stamp i s
milky blue in the approximate shade of 23Ca . The
darker blue errors fall into two categories, the true er-
ror in the shade of 23Ad and the lighter shades of

23Ab and Ac . The latter two are considered proofs .
In the article "From Atlantic France to Italia n

Switzerland in 1836" TELL May 1996, there are
three errors . In the first paragraph "postage rates of 2
up to 100 decimes" should read "of 2 up to 11 decimes" .
At start of the second paragraph, " In an updated"
should read "in an undated" . In Reference 2 . "in
French" should read "in Flemish" .

July 1996
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AHPS Officer Slate 1997-98

	

I N MEMORIAM
Robert D. Gleichenhaus 1930-1966

The following members have allowed their name s
to be entered in nomination for AHPS officers fo r
1997-1998. We thank them for their willingness to
serve and ask that other members consider placin g
their names in nomination.

Additional nominations are being accepted at thi s
time. Contact Donn Lueck or Mario Wiedenmeier a t
the addresses and telephone numbers on page 2 .

President

	

Dick Barton

	

Loveland, C O
Vice President James Anderson Aurora, CO
Secretary &

Librarian Richard Hall

	

Manhattan Beach, CA
Treasurer

	

Frank Young Herkimer, N Y
Regional Director s

East David Durham Buffalo, N Y
Central Ralph Soderberg Grosse Point Woods, M I
West Donn Lueck

	

Phoenix, AZ

SALES CIRCUIT

	

by Emil Tobler
The 1996 circuit year has gotten off to a good star t

with individual circuits consisting mainly of error s
and varieties or classics (with most of the better item s
certified) or Liechtenstein (including many better min t
and used complete sets and better singles) or perfo-
rated Sitting Helvetias -- and others.

Over the years there has been a steady increase in
the Net sale value of circuits due not only to the rise i n
the value of the Swiss Franc, but also an increase in
the value and quality of material being offered for sale
by members -- including some from Canada and Swit-
zerland. In 1996 so far the initial net sale value of cir-
cuits ranged from a low of $2230 to a high of $7370 .
As most AHPS circuits do, these included not only
some quite exotic stamps and covers, but also les

s unusual but desirable material; i .e ., something for every-
body. Any member who buys Swiss or Liechtenstei n
stamps or covers and is focused on one or more classifi -
cations (i .e ., Standing Helvetia, Semi postals, Air-
mails, etc .) is missing an opportunity to see a
concentration of good material in their areas o

f interest at very reasonable prices.
For the remainder of the year, circuits of Cros s

and Numeral, Standing Helvetia, Strubels, covers ,
general material and others will be mailed .

Sellers should note that we especially nee
d Cantonals, Rayons, regular postage 1907-present, officials ,

better semi postais and souvenir sheets, as well as
stampless, censored and better commercial covers ,
telegraphs, Campione, soldiers, booklets and K or ma-
chine cancels .

We have a solid inventory of Standing Helvetia s
and cannot use Post 1960 FDCs or blocks of 4

. Material in other categories will be accepted.
If you are not already participating in the sale s

circuits, you can start by sending an SASE to the cir-
cuit manager who will provide all necessary
information .

Bob Gleichenhaus, AHPS Central Regional Direc-
tor and member #1212, died on Monday, April 29,
1996. He was a member of the Advisory Board of th e
National Postal Museum of the Smithsonian Institute
and a member of Temple Beth-El, where he was an of-
ficer and on the Board of Directors . He was the Ex-
ecutive Vice President of Standard Industries, Inc . ,
Past President of the Alamo Heights Rotary Club ,
Founding President of the Alamo Heights School
Foundation and was active in many other charitabl e
and civic organizations .

Perhaps he was best described by Herbert Brach.
"He was a kind and considerate man and generous to a
fault . He will be missed by more than just his family ,
which is a very loving one . Over 600 people showed
up for the funeral service, to give you an idea what
people thought of him. "

"You were a witness to his generosity . When I had
to cancel my trip to Denver (ROMPEX 1993) becaus e
of our daughter's emergency operation, he did not
hesitate one second to go in my place, even though h e
had just returned from Denver three days before . He
would not allow me to reimburse him for one cent of
his expenses connected with this trip, which he consid -
ered a material part of friendship"

"He was a true gentleman of the old school and we
all suffered a loss with his passing . "

Editor's Comments
I am pleased that there are two new contributor s

in this issue of TELL, Bob Grasso and Rudy Schael-
chli . Variety is not only the spice of life, it is the life -
line of volunteer groups such as AHPS . What article
can you contribute? In addition Rudy has offered to
continue the "Profiles of Swiss Stamp Collectors

" series started by Bob Gleichenhaus.
I have received a catalog number cross referenc e

list for Zumstein, Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott, and
Yvert for Switzerland from 1843 to 1980. I will not
publish the list, since it would take over 4 pages o f
TELL, the potential legal issues involved, and I have
not had that great a demand for such a list, . Rather i f
you would like a copy, send me a SASE and I will sen t
you one .

I only have two more issues of TELL and to date
no one has stepped forward to volunteer to be editor
for the next two years . As I stated in my first Editor' s
comments column, TELL January 1995, "I also have a
great dislike for our proclivity of having the president
become the editor by default ." My attitude has no t
changed over the past two years, if anything it has
been reinforced . So let's start my phone ringing with
offers to be the editor of TELL. You won't regret it, I
haven't.

Dick Barton
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The 5 Rappen Blue Strube l
Error of Color, Proof or Forgery ?

by Herbert Brach

The exhibition of a recently discovered 5 Rp blu e
Strubel in the Court of Honour at the January 199 6
ARIPEX show in Mesa, Arizona, awakened m

y interest in the subject, which has been a contentious on e
ever since 1894, when this color oddity was first re -
ported in the philatelic literature .

The stamp shown in Arizona is described as hav-
ing a milky blue color, printed on thin Munich pape r
in Berne, canceled with a black grill cancel and boast s
a recent Zumstein certificate as a genuine error o f
color .

To the best of my knowledge, this is the eleventh
specimen of a 5Rp blue Strubel that was not immedi-
ately classified as a proof by the experts . It is only the
fourth or fifth which can be assumed to have bee n
printed in Berne, which puts it into august compan y
and makes it a true rarity .

Rarity, of course, always creates doubts and whe n
it comes to the subject of the 5 RP Strubel in blue
color, even more so. Of all the people who got involve d
into the argument of whether this was truly an erro r
of color, or proofs that were postally used or appeare d
to have been postally used, or yet outright forgeries ,
each had his or her own opinion, which was defende d
ferociously .

Originally, the only point of agreement was that
all specimens were printed on Munich paper with em-
erald thread.

Not even Zumstein Specialized Catalogue, whic h
first took note of the existence of these stamps in 1909 ,
seemed to be able to make up its mind whether these
stamps were printed in Munich or in Berne . Their lat-
est, 1992 edition, shows the error of color as a Munich
printing, while earlier editions definitely favore d
Berne. Now, it appears, that printings
from both places may exist .

The possibility of outright forgerie s
was the first to be discredited when no
one, learned opinions to the contrary ,
ever managed to turn a brown Strube l
into a blue one by chemical means, no
matter what was tried . The fraudulent
color change theory is dead !

The theory that they may be proofs ,
either postally used in some cases or
cancellation proofs in others, is bein g
kept alive by a number of reasons ,
mostly on the negative side of th

e argument that they are not. First it was ar-
gued that proofs do not have silk
threads; but this was shown to be false ,
because proofs with silk threads do in -
deed exist, some even with two threads .

Next, it was argued that proofs
would never have been made on plates

that exhibited wear and certainly not on plates that
exhibited any of the characteristic defects . However
incompletely printed proofs that show characteristic
plate flaws do exist .

The argument that followed, that all recognized
proofs were of a uniformly light blue color and mostly
cleanly and clearly printed, while some of the stamp s
that begged to be recognized as true errors of color ,
varied in their blue shade enormously, as well as in
the crispness of their printing, is one that still divide s
some experts today .

Last, but by no means least, the fact that 5 Rp
blue Strubels exist on two covers which unquestiona-
bly went through the postal system still did not elimi-
nate the possibility that proofs had been used,
innocently or otherwise, to give them the appearanc e
of legitimacy by virtue of their postal use .

If nothing else, the two existing covers give u s
dates of reference and it is for this reason that I wil l
use them as a starting point for my discussion of thi s

whole affair. A discussion of the known loose stamp s
will follow .

The first cover (front below, back next page) to b e
found sports not one, but two blue 5 Rp Strubels in
company with a third, brown 5 Rp Strubel . The shade
of the stamps is referred to as greyish blue (by d e
Reuterskiold), steel blue, tending toward slate (by Di-
ena), light blue (by Saraceni) and dark blue (by Dr . A .

Vogt). The cover is addressed to Mulhouse in France .
The stamps are canceled with blue federal grills . On
the back is a date stamp from Basel of 13 May 185 5
(probably AW 5087), which could be a transit mark ,
and an arrival stamp from Mulhouse with an indis-
tinct date. On the front of the letter is a boxed P.D .
(AW 377) which is characteristic of St . Imier, th

e purported point of origin of this letter, as well as a St .
Louis border exchange mark of 13 May 1855 and th e

7/A.E .D. in oval (franked to destination abroad) .
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This letter was first discovered in Basel and re-
ported in the SBZ of 1901, page 110, by the aptly
named Mr. B. Basel. He came to the conclusion that
the stamps were not postally used proofs, but true er-
rors of color because a) they had silk threads an d
proofs do not and b) because the shade of blue is tha t
of the 10 Rp Strubels and darker than the shade o f
the 5 Rp light blue proofs that were known . In addi-
tion, the two stamps could never have been neighbor s
in a sheet, because their threads were at differen t
heights.

It was Mr. Basel's opinion that the writer of th e
letter was convinced that he affixed two 10 Rp stamps
and one 5 Rp stamp, guided by their color rather than
by their denomination . According to his story, this let -
ter was the only one among a cache of about one hun-
dred found of a family correspondence from St . Imier
to Mulhouse that was not franked with 25 Rp, as th e
others were . They were all from the same sender t o
the same addressee and were all mailed in the years
1855, 1856, and 1857 .

In 1918, the Baron de Reuterskiold, having been
asked his opinion on this cover by Gioacchin

o Saraceni, into whose possession it had come, answered a s
follows: "I have known this letter for a long time . . .i t
was found in Mulhouse among many letters, all ad -
dressed to the same recipient and all franked with tw o
10 Rp blue stamps and one 5 Rp brown (stamp) . I
have no doubt that the two blue stamps passe d
through the post as 10 Rp stamps, but that does not
clear up the point whether they are true errors of colo r
or proofs that were postally used. It is my personal
opinion that they are proofs ; either a sheet of proofs
was mixed up between sheets of 10 Rp stamps and sold
at the Basel post office, or the sender owned proofs
and put them on the letter as 10 Rp stamps . I lean to -
ward the first hypothesis; in my opinion that does not
constitute an error of color in the philatelic sense, but
proofs sold "erroneously" by the post office, which is

something different altogether . The fact that proofs,
even those with silk thread, are not very rare, sup -
ports my opinion, as does the fact that after the find o f
this cover, similar specimens were being offered both
on and off cover of 5 Rp greyish blue stamps which
makes me believe that an attempt was being made to
alter 5 Rp stamps, making them appear to be greyish
blue . "

Dr. A. Vogt, writing about the same letter in 1942 ,
had an opportunity to examine it in Paris in 1937 ,
when it was the property of Theodore Champion . M-
ter making reference to B. Basel's article of 1901, he
was convinced that the two 5 Rp blue stamps were
taken to be two 10 Rp by the postal employee in orde r
to complete the 25 Rp franking for mail going abroa d
(sic)! He adds a fact not mentioned elsewhere, namel y
that there is an embossing on the envelope with th e
name "Fabrique d'Horlogerie Dietisheim St . Imier Su-
isse". In his opinion, the stamps on this cover are a
genuine error of color.

I would like to interject some personal observa-
tions at this point . The Baron de Reuterskiold obvi-
ously repeats B. Basel's story, only slightly
embellished, about the discovery of this letter . Nobody
who has seen and written about this letter, with the
exception of B . Basel, says anything about its point o f
origin . Not Sacaceni, who wrote a long paper in th e
"Bolletino Filatelico" di Napoli in 1919, not De Reuter -
skiold in the letter cited, not Emilio Diena when aske d
his expert opinion . The Zumstein catalogue of 190 9
apparently took B . Basel's word and mentions the let -
ter as having originated in St . Imier. Dr. Vogt men-
tions the presence of a St. Imier embossing, but that
still would not preclude the letter having been poste d
at Basel . The absence of any St . Imier postal marking,
contrary to the regulations then in force, is vexing, t o
say the least .

Saraceni describes the grill cancel as a Basel gril l
(I happen to own two letters that originated in Base l

for destinations abroad at about the
same period, one to the U.S. of 19 Apri l
1855 and one to England of 16 July
1855. Both have the identical circular
date stamp of Basel (AW5087) as the let-
ter to Mulhouse. Both show grill cancels
on the stamps that are similar in the
carelessness of their application and in
only a partial strike of the grid, but both
of these are black) . de Reuterskiold sus-
pects the Basel post office of having sold
the stamps and Basel provided the only
Swiss date stamp on the cover. Mr.
Schoellhorn-Straeuli, writing in SBZ of
1901, page 140 and disputing B. Basel's
opinion, refers to it as the specimen from
Basel . I have never seen the original, so
I can only speculate, what If?

If Basel were, indeed, the point o
f origin, the correct postage to Mulhous e

would have been 15 Rp, for both
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locations were entitled to the border zone rate, wer e
less than 30 km apart from each other and I hav e
seven letters in my register of Strubel letters that
went from Basel to Mulhouse . All of them, without ex-
ception, paid the 15 Rp border zone rate prior to
August 1, 1859 and the 20 Rp border zone rate there-
after . This would put a much less innocent complex-
ion on the franking of this cover, for if the intent had
been to provide postage of 15 Rp, then the use of th e
two 5 Rp blue stamps was knowing and deliberate .

If St. Imier were the point of origin, I agree that
the 25 Rp limit zone rate would have been the correc t
one (mail from the Basel and Neuchatel postal district
to destinations in the Department of Haut Rhin, more
than 30 km distant) . However, among the limit zon e
letters (22) which I have in my register and which ar e
all the letters that have appeared in the market to my
knowledge in the past 15 years, not one originated i n
St. Imier and not one had Mulhouse as the destina-
tion. Where are the approximately 100 letters fro m
the family correspondence that Mr . Basel tells us
about?

There is another
important considera-
tion to be taken into
account in connectio n
with this letter . It was
brought up by Mr . A.
Hertsch in his series of
articles in the BBZ in
1942, which is the date
of the letter, 13 May
1855 . A true error of
color could have oc-
curred in only one of
two ways. Either
there was a 5 Rp cliché
in a 10 Rp printing
plate by mistake and
several sheets could
have been printed be-
fore anyone noticed .
Or, at the end of a pro-
duction run of 10 R p
stamps, the printin g
plates

	

had

	

been
changed to the production of 5 Rp stamps, but the man
in charge of inking the plate had forgotten to change
the ink from the previous run .

Either way, the production of 10 Rp stamps had to
be involved. But what do we find when we look at th e
delivery schedule of 10 Rp stamps from the printer ,
the Berne mint, to the Post Office Department? Th e
first delivery ever, a trial sheet of 50 stamps submitted
to Dr. Custer for his approval, took place on 8 March
1855 . This would have been the only logical opportu-
nity when the two stamps on the cover to Mulhouse
could have been produced as a true error of color b y
Berne, for the first delivery of 10 Rp of commercial us e
of these 23B stamps did not occur until 4 November

1855 . The window of opportunity was thus minuscule
for an error of color to have occurred and unless the
two stamps were printed in Munich, the likelihood o f
their being proofs printed in Berne, is very muc h
enhanced .

In spite of all these doubts, not only Dr . Vogt and
Mr. A. Hertsch lean toward accepting this cover a s
genuine, but the next owner after Mr. Saraceni was
none other than M. Theodore Champion, the great
French stamp dealer and expert, who was nobody' s
fool and who bought it for his private collection .

The second cover (below) to have surfaced with a 5
Rp blue Strubel affixed was sent to the office of th e
court in Basel on 26 June 1855 to the district court in
Geltenkirchen . It is a reimbursement letter, with the
amount to be collected being 90 Rp, plus 10 Rp fo r
postal charges, total Fr . 1 .00 in red crayon. There is
no doubt that in this case, the stamp was assumed to
be a 10 Rp stamp by virtue of its color .

Personally, I find the franking somewhat trou-
bling. Geltenkirchen, being 23 km, or about 5

Wegstunden, removed from Basel, called for 10 Rp
postage; if we add the 10 Rp minimum collect charge ,
the "Provision" should have been 20 Rp and not 10 Rp ,
unless the office of the court in Basel enjoyed fre e
franking privilege which, in the absence of an officia l
seal, I find doubtful .

In a September 1920 auction catalogue from th e
house of Zumstein, following the description then in
use in their stamp catalogue, the shade of the stamp is
given as milk blue . According to Dr . Vogt, the shade
was really light to medium blue, in any case, differen t
from the other known copies of the so-called milk blue
shade. The stamp is canceled with a black 14 line Fed-
eral grill . The clear Basel date stamp on the cover i s
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AW5085. As was the case with the first letter, there is
no doubt that the postal use was genuine and the
stamp, in this case, is considered to be a genuine erro r
of color by most experts. The stamp has a hole above
the right side of the shield and obviously had thi s
when affixed, for the cancel continues right through
the hole. It is slightly miscut on top and part of the
neighboring stamp is visible at the bottom; not
enough, alas, to give a clue as to its denomination . It
is this stamp, by the way, which is supposed to resem-
ble the new discovery shown in Arizona (TELL May
1996, pg. 16 )

This brings us to the surviving copies of the 5 R p
blue Strubel stamps off cover . Before enumeratin g
and describing these, let it be said that experts con-
sider all unused copies to be proofs, that copies exhib-
iting the true so-called milk blue shade were suspecte d
by A. Hertsch to be proofs whose color had been light-
ened through "manipulation" (such specimens were so
thin and porous that a drop of water struck through
immediately, because their sizing had disappeared )
and some copies with blue grill cancellation were con-
sidered to be the result of cancellation trials performe d
in August, September and October of 1854 which led
to the decision to adopt blac k
grill cancellations as the only
ones sanctioned as of Decem-
ber 7, 1854 .

If we consider the three
blue stamps on the two cov-
ers discussed to be specimen s
1 through 3, then the firs t
loose stamp to be considere d
is specimen #4 (right) . This
item was used to illustrate
the error of color in the 1909
Zumstein Catalogue. Its color is described by Mr . A.
Hertsch as blue, in any case substantially darker an d
different from the so-called milk blue . It has a black
grill cancel and has two silk threads . Even though de
Reuterskiold in a 1909 certificate expressed his opin-
ion that the stamp came from a sheet of proofs sold i n
Basel amid a stock of 10 Rp stamps, this specimen
seems to have received certificates as error of color
from Zumstein in 1937 and in 1939 .

Specimen #5 (right) seems to be
only partially printed (unless th

e illustration is poor). Dr. Vogt gives its
color shade as light blue and it is can-
celed with a blue grill . It came to auc-
tion in 1926, its authenticity was
doubted and it went unsold. It was
later sold by private treaty to a Mr .
Hans Erne who railed against its detractors in the No-
vember 1926 BBZ : "Whenever a new specimen ap-
pears, it encounters the same great suspicion .
Forgery!!! Proof!!! "

"The same fate befell (specimen #6, top right) o f
the 5 Rp blue which was recently auctioned by Luder -

Edelman and Cie in Zurich", contin-
ues Erne. "In spite of a low startin g
price and of the fact that it had been
certified by experts, it remaine d
unsold . "

"But it is just this specimen which
gives us a clue as to whether it is an
error of color or a proof. Not only
does this specimen show the effects of severe plate
wear, which is something that could not happen with a
printing proof, but it also exhibits a plate flaw which
can typically be found on brown 5 Rp stamps, the
white spot at the foot of the cross in the shield." (in
the 1992 Zumstein Specialized Catalogue, this flaw is
listed as .2.05 for 22Aa, 22A, and 22B and as 2 .07 for
22C, thus both on Munich and Berne printings) "Thi s
confirms that this stamp was printed on a 5Rp print-
ing plate and is not a proof . "

The color shade of specimen #6 i s
shown as blue (definitely not milk
blue) and it is canceled with a blac k
grill cancel. It received a certificate
as genuine from Zumstein in 1936,
and confirmed on reexamination of
the stamp in view of the appearanc e
of the ex-Ferrari milk-blue specimen #7 (above) .

This appeared in the Ferrari auction on June 20,
1924 as part of a lot of eleven other Strubels . It is de -
scribed as milk blue, with no other details . According
to Mr. A. Hertsch, it became part of the Liechtenstei n
collection in spite of the fact that both Lipp and Muller
considered it to be a forgery . What its status is today ,
is not known .

In the same auction, an unused 5 Rp blue was of-
fered as part of a lot of 14 Strubels . There is no de-
scription, but A . Hertsch felt that this was an unuse d
proof with silk thread . We will thus not list it with the
number of recognized specimens.

three identical plate flaws) is described as blue (not
milk-blue) and has a blue grill cancel . It came from
the Woodward collection and into the hands of Dr .
Vogt. The stamp received a certificate as genuin e
from de Reuterskiold in 1924 and was submitted to
Zumstein in 1936. This stamp has three plate flaws
which are identical to the flaws appearing on an
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unused proof with silk thread which was the property
of another Swiss collector, according to Mr . A.
Hertsch, who made it his business to photograph every
proof submitted to him, be it with or without silk
thread. According to him, all proofs show minor o r
major printing defects analogous to thos e
appearing on issued stamps .

Printing defects and plate flaws can
thus not be used as a basis for a decisio n
between a true error of color and a proof .

Specimen #9 (Right) is of the milk -
blue shade and is canceled with a blac k
grill cancel; its silk thread is missing. In the opinion
of A. Hertsch, this was a manipulated proof .

The pair on the left shows
Specimens #10 and #11 of
which no color shade i s
given by A. Hertsch, but
which Dr . Vogt calls milk -
blue. They are cancele d
with a black grill . No opin-

ion on their status is given . The pair originally be -
longed to Dr. Suter, came to auction in Zurich in 1928
where it was purchased by the well-known Berlin
stamp dealer Kosack, who divided the pair . The right
half became part of a Swiss collection, while the left
half was sold to a Dutch collector . After his death, i t
was auctioned by Harmer in London in 1941 .

Specimen #12 (Right)
was submitted to Zumstei n
for expertise in 1936. Its
color shade is described a s
light blue (resembling
23Bb); no cancel is given ,
but from the reproduction it
would appear to be black .
According to A. Hertsch, o f
all the 5 Rp blue stamps ,
this is the best preserved
specimen with the freshest
color . It was not chemically
treated and water does not strike through in the wate r
drop test. Nothing is said about a certificate, but judg -
ing from the glowing description it can be deduce d
that this specimen was considered to be a genuine er-
ror of color .

This brings us to
specimen #13 (Right) ,
which was shown a t
ARIPEX in 1996. Noth-
ing could be more illus-
trative of the present
state of accepted opinio n
regarding the 5 Rp blu e
Strubel than a translatio n
of the Zumstein Certifica-
tion 017840 of September
8, 1995: "Switzerland
1855/56, Sitting Helvetia,
Error of Color 5 Rp light

(milk) blue on white paper, with green silk threa d
(ZNr 22A .1 .01*) canceled with black Federal grill . "

"Finding: genuine . The question essay or error o f
color has not been clarified with absolute certainly .
The blue stamp which up to this time has been listed
as an error of color in the specialized catalogue shows
the shade of 22Ad . Proofs in the shades of 23Ab an d
Ac exist and cancellation trials made on these exist o n
paper without silk thread . The few known specimens
in the color shade of 23Ca on paper with green silk
thread exhibit black grill cancellations . Another speci-
men like the submitted milk blue type is known on
cover which went from the office of the court in Base l
to the district court in Geltenkirchen on 26 . June 1856
(sic) . "

"On the basis of these circumstances it can be as-
sumed that the stamp submitted is on error of colo r
and not a proof. "

"For the next edition of the Specialized Catalogu e
the adoption under the designation 22B.1 .02 has been
noted . "

"Condition : somewhat thin, otherwise good, for
margins, etc. see photo." Signed: Max Hertsch .

The long road of the story of the 5 Rp blue has
thus been brought up to date . I felt that a resume of
the opinions held at various times might be of interest :

1901, B. Basel felt they were errors of color
1901, Schoellhorn-Straeuli felt they were proofs
1918, de Reuterskiold felt they were proofs
1919, Saraceni was convinced he had an error o f
color
1926, Hans Erne was sure they were errors o f
color
1942, Dr . Vogt pronounced them to be errors o f
color
1942, Greti Kuisel consigned them all to th e
modest corner of proofs
1942, Mr. A. Hertsch said "error or proof? Th e
question cannot be answered unequivocally "
1992, Zumstein Specialized Catalogue shows th e
specimens having a color shade similar to 23Ad
as Munich-printed errors of color and mentions
those resembling 23Ca as a color variant. Those
having the shades similar to 23Ab and Ac are
proofs on paper without silk thread .
1995, Max Hertsch opens the door to the exis-
tence of errors of color printed in Berne, as wel l
as in Munich .
A resume of the opinions of two of the writers

seems to be in order .
Dr. Vogt made the following points of interest :

1. The Strubel issue, by virtue of the identical design
for all values and the lack of prominence of the valu e
figures, lent itself, more than any other, to recognition
of its denomination to identification by color .
2. He feels that to be the reason why ;

a. The error of color of the 5 Rp Struble wen
t undetected for some 50 years.

b. Postal employees did not hesitate to accept 5
Rp blue Strubels as 10 Rp stamps .
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The writer wants to make it clear that he has not
had an opportunity to examine any of the stamps de -
scribed. This paper is the result of a literature survey
only, to which my personal opinions have been added .
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3. He feels that the blue 5 Rp Strubels were in use
during a relatively short period .
4. While he acknowledges the variety of shades of
blue in which the ten then known errors of color coul d
be found (4 milk-blue, 6 medium to dark blue), as wel l
as the difference in apparent plate wear that these
specimens exhibit (worn plates characterize 70-80% of
these), he finds it remarkable that all specimens hav e
the Federal grill cancellation in common .
5. He finds it significant that the two known letter s
were both dated in the first semester of 1855 and de-
duces from that the probability that the errors of color
were not produced before 1855 and certainly not later .
6. He finds it extraordinary that this error of color o f
the 5 Rp stamp is the only one existing for the Strube l
issue and that it obviously came about some time well
into its production, judging from the worn plates .
7. He considers the known specimens to be genuin e
and rejects the possibility of forgery.

Mr. A. Hertsch, whose opinions have bee
n paraphrased liberally throughout this article, gave th

e following synthesis of his beliefs on the subject:
A. A distinction can be made between types of can-
celed 5 Rp blue stamps: There are those ;

a. with printing that is not sharp
b. that resemble the clean Berne printin g
c. that were manipulated and their shade changed

to milk-blue (altered proof color) .
B. The opinions on whether the 5 Rp
blues are an error of color or proofs are
still divided, as they have been for the
past 40 years. Thus, he put into the 194 2
Zumstein Catalogue: "Error of color o r
proof - still not cleared up without doubt" .

There is not doubt that between then
and now the opinions of both experts an d
catalogue publishers have moved towar d
accepting some of the 5 Rp blue speci-
mens as true errors of color . If we at-
tempt, by way of a resume, to list th e
specimens that have been recognized a s
errors of color, or judgment about whic h
is still pending, we get the picture that
follows. With not much to go on, except
for reading between the lines . We will try
to separate them by their probable print-
ing site, Munich (M) or Berne (B) .

Specimen

	

Color Shade

	

Cancel Color

	

Remarks Printing Site

1 & 2

	

Steel Blu e
3

	

Light to Medium Blue
4

	

Blue, darker than milk
5

	

Light Blue
6

	

Blue, other than milk
7

	

Milk Blue
8

	

Blue, not milk
9

	

Milk Blue
10 & 11 Milk Blue

12

	

Light Blue
13

	

Light Blue (milk)

Blue
Black
Black
Blue
Black

?

Blue
Black
Black
Black
Black

Cover St . Imier - Mulhouse
Cover Basel - Geltenkirche n
Two silk threads
Erne specimen
Plate flaw
Considered a forgery
Plate flaw s
Manipulated proof
Cut-apart pair
Best preserved
Most recent discovery
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